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MusiDash 1.0 for iPhone - Music and Mobility Go Hand In Hand
Published on 02/05/10
Oceanarc Ltd. today released MusiDash 1.0 for iPhone and iPod Touch users who like
listening to music. The multi-utility app has amazing graphics which mimic a car
dashboard, while providing an easy method of finding and playing music while on the move.
MusiDash functions go beyond the obvious by also displaying on one screen the current
time, the device's battery charge level and signal strength.
Bristol, England - Announcing that Oceanarc Ltd., the developer of MusiDash 1.0, has
launched a new app for people who like listening to music. The multi-utility app has
amazing graphics which mimic a car dashboard, while providing an easy method of finding
and playing music while on the move. MusiDash functions go beyond the obvious by also
displaying on one screen, the current time, the device's battery charge level and signal
strength.
MusiDash has awesome graphics that look just like a car's analogue clock with sub dials.
Users have the option of a portrait or landscape display and the backlight color is
adjustable to match a user's car interior or MusiDash will handle the lighting by
switching between daytime and nighttime modes automatically.
The application's main screen shows users the time, battery charge level and their cell's
signal strength. By double tapping the clock, users can access their music library to
choose their favorite songs or albums. Double clicking the album cover will start the
music playing. After that, the user can click back to the clock screen while the music
continues to play.
With its large, easy to see and use controls, MusiDash is safer to operate in the car than
a regular music playing device such as an iPod. All controls are tap or swipe, so it can
be used with one hand. Users have the option to adjust their music preference settings to
Repeat, Shuffle or Select a Playlist. This feature adds to the custom, personalized
feeling of MusiDash.
MusiDash Features:
* Amazing graphics that mimic a car's dashboard
* Shows current time, battery level and cellular sign connection
* Change backlight color to match car's display
* Optional automatic setting for daytime/nighttime mode
* Large, easy-to-use controls
* In app album library with beautifully displayed artwork
* Touch screen responsive interface
* Selected music plays in background while app is on main display screen
While MusiDash was developed primarily for vehicle travel, it works perfectly well
anywhere for anyone who enjoys music. This is one to check out, even if just to have some
convenient fun.
Device Requirements:
iPhone or iPod Touch 3.0 or later
Pricing and Availability:
MusiDash 1.0 is only $0.99 (USD) and available worldwide exclusively through the App Store
in the Utilities category. Promo codes are available for qualified reviewers. Please
specify the website or blog you represent when making your request.
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MusiDash 1.0:
http://www.oceanarc.net/
Purchase and Download:
http://itunes.apple.com/gb/app/musidash/id343724238?mt=8
Media Assets:
http://s801.photobucket.com/albums/yy295/musidash/

Oceanarc developers are delving into the exciting world of iPhone Apps, concentrating on a
high level of graphic excellence, along with easy navigation and useful content. Copyright
(C) 2010 Mobile-App-Marketing-Makeover & Edward Turner. All Rights Reserved. Apple, the
Apple logo, iPhone and iPod are registered trademarks of Apple Inc. in the U.S. and/or
other countries.
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